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The ordering of protons has been observed at a new storage ring, S-LSR, at Kyoto University. Abrupt
jumps in the momentum spread and the Schottky noise power were observed for protons for the first time
at a particle number of �2000, upon applying electron cooling with electron currents of 25, 50, and
100 mA. The transition temperature was 0.17 and 1 meV in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
respectively. The transverse temperature of the proton beam was much below that of electrons at the
transition, which played an essential role in the ordering of protons.
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There have been many efforts in the past two decades to
achieve Coulomb crystal beams. In the crystalline state,
ions are cold and remain ordered in the particle rest frame.
A crystal beam has an extremely small emittance and
momentum spread. The first indication of ion ordering
was reported from NAP-M for a proton beam [1].
However, there have been discussions about the results.
The Coulomb crystal beam was studied theoretically by
Schiffer and Kienle using molecular dynamics simulations,
and they showed the possibility of a Wigner crystal [2]. In
an experimental study, Steck et al. found new evidence of
beam ordering for highly charged heavy ions using elec-
tron cooling at ESR [3]. The momentum spread of the ions
dropped abruptly when the particle number reached some
thousands. It was studied by Hasse using a Monte Carlo
simulation [4], and interpreted as a longitudinal string-
like ordering, where the ions did not pass through each
other in the longitudinal direction. It might not be a
Coulomb crystal beam in a strict sense, because the line
density and the plasma parameter are very low; never-
theless, ions have a sort of order and intrabeam scatte-
ing (IBS) is suppressed. Similar phenomena for highly
charged ions were found at CRYRING by Danared et al.
[5]. The ordering of U92�, Pb55�, Au79�, Xe54�, Kr36�,
Zn30�, Ni17�, Ar18� was found at ESR, SIS, and
CRYRING [3–6]. Recently, the ordering of C6� was found
at ESR, which was the lightest ordered ion [6]. However,
the ordering of single charged ions and lighter ions than
carbon was not found due to the small Coulomb interaction
between ions.

In the Autumn of 2005, a storage ring, S-LSR, at ICR,
Kyoto University, went into operation [7]. It is a compact
ring with a circumference of 22.557 m and is equipped with
an electron cooler and a laser cooling system. An indica-
tion of proton ordering at S-LSR was reported in Ref. [8]
on the basis of a theoretical study. We have experimentally
confirmed the ordering of protons for the first time. This
Letter presents the details of the measurements and a
discussion of the experimental results.

Table I gives the major parameters of the ring and the
electron cooler. The stored 7 MeV proton beam was coast-
ing. We had to measure three types of beam information:
the particle number, the momentum spread �p=p, and the
transverse emittance �. We define the effective longitudinal
and transverse beam temperature, Tk and T?, following
Ref. [3],

 kBTk � mpc2�2

�
�p
p

�
2
; (1)

TABLE I. Parameters of S-LSR and the electron cooler.

Ion Proton, 7 MeV
Circumference of ring 22.557 m
Betatron tune (1.645, 1.206)
Momentum compaction 0.502
Average vacuum pressure 1� 10�8 Pa
Electron energy 3.8 keV
Electron density 2:2� 106=cm3 (Ie � 25 mA)
Effective cooler length 0.44 m
Expansion factor 3
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kBT? � kB�Th � Tv�
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�
; with �h � �v � �;

(2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, mp is the mass of
protons, R is the average radius of the ring, �h and �v are
the betatron tunes, Th and Tv are the horizontal and vertical
temperatures, respectively, �h and �v are the horizontal and
vertical emittance, and it is assumed that they are equal. It
was confirmed experimentally by a profile measurement of
the extracted beam at a particle number of 108. Because the
transverse temperature varies in the ring due to the focus-
ing structure, the ring-averaged temperature is used. Since
the typical particle number at the ordering transition is
expected to be some thousands, special beam diagnostics
are necessary for such a very low intensity, especially for
singly charged protons.

The particle number was measured by an ionization re-
sidual gas monitor. The residual gas ionized by the proton
beam was collected by an electrostatic voltage and counted
by a microchannel plate [9]. The count rate is proportional
to the particle number. The particle number was also
measured by a bunched beam signal from the Schottky
pickup. The absolute number of particles was calibrated by
a dc current transformer at a high intensity (about 108

protons) for both methods. The results of the two methods
agreed within 	10% from 1� 108 to 500 protons.

The momentum spread of the protons was measured
from the Schottky noise spectrum. When the particle num-
ber was less than 107, the collective effect became negli-
gible and the momentum spread was obtained by
�p=p � ��f=�f from the frequency spread �f=f. The
slip factor � was �0:5 at S-LSR. Note that a careful
treatment is necessary for an application of the relation
below the ordering transition. The Schottky pickup is a
traveling-wave type with a helix structure, optimized for a
velocity of 7 MeV protons [10]. The center frequency is
48.29 MHz, which is the 30th harmonic of the revolution
frequency. The head amplifier has a gain and a noise figure
of 46 and 0.6 dB, respectively. The momentum spread
could be measured down to 1000 protons.

The beam radius could be measured by the ionization
residual gas monitor, but the resolution was rather limited.
The smaller beam radius was measured by a scraper [3].
Both methods gave consistent results (see Fig. 4). The
scraper was controlled by a stepping motor with the mini-
mum step of the motion of 0:8 �m. It was moved into the
circulating beam and stopped at a certain position for 0.1 s,
and then removed back away. The rms beam radius, �beam

(1� of the transverse profile), was determined from the
distance Ls between the stopped position of the scraper for
the measurement and that where the beam was completely
lost. The relation between �beam and Ls was estimated
from the beam simulation by the BETACOOL [11], which
included the measured electron cooling force, the IBS

effect (Martini model), and the effect of the residual gas
scattering. The distance Ls was found to correspond to
3:5�beam. The measurement errors of the beam radius
came from the drift of the beam center and the reproduc-
ibility of the mechanical positioning of the scraper. The
error of �beam is estimated to be 	7 �m.

Figure 1 shows the momentum spread of the proton
beam as a function of the particle numbers N in the ring.
The momentum spread is defined as 1� of the fitted
Gaussian function to the momentum distribution. The mo-
mentum spread was proportional to N0:29 above a particle
number of 4000. The momentum spread dropped abruptly
from 3:5� 10�6 at a particle number of 2000. From
Eq. (1), the corresponding longitudinal transition tempera-
ture is 0.17 meV. This abrupt drop of the momentum spread
is evidence of ordering of the proton beam. In contrast, the
momentum spread of protons was constant below certain
particle numbers, instead of the abrupt drop at NAP-M and
COSY [12]. Figure 2 shows the Schottky noise power as a
function of the particle number. The Schottky noise power
is defined as the integrated area of the Schottky noise
spectrum. It is proportional to N0:99 above a particle num-
ber of 6000. It drops by 1 order of magnitude at the
transition point. Similar phenomena were also observed
for highly charged heavy ions at CRYRING [5].

Figure 3 shows the momentum spread with three differ-
ent electron currents: 25, 50, and 100 mA. The transitions
were observed with all electron currents. Above the tran-
sition, the momentum spread with an electron current of
100 mA is smaller than those of the lower currents because
of the larger cooling force. Below the transition, the mo-
mentum spread was estimated to be 1:4� 10�6 with elec-
tron currents of 25 and 50 mA. The minimum longitudinal
temperature of protons is determined by the longitudinal
electron temperature Tek [13],

 kBTek �
�kBTcath�

2

�2�2mec
2 �

e2n1=3
e

4	�0
; (3)
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FIG. 1 (color online). Momentum spread as a function of the
particle numbers in the ring with an electron current of 25 mA.
The momentum spread drops at a particle number of 2000.
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where Tcath is the temperature of the electron gun cathode
and ne is the electron density. With an electron current of
25 mA, it is 20 �eV, which corresponds to a momentum
spread of 1:2� 10�6 for protons from Eqs. (1) and (3). The
calculated momentum spread below the transition is close
to this limit.

Figure 4 shows the horizontal beam radius (1�) as a
function of the particle numbers, measured by the scraper
and the ionization residual gas monitor. The variation of �
function at the two monitors made a 2% difference of the
beam radius. The results of the two methods are consistent
in Fig. 4. The beam radius was proportional to N0:28, and
monotonically decreased even below a particle number of
104. The beam radius was 17 �m at a particle number of
4000. The transverse transition temperature is 1 meV from
Eq. (2). On the other hand, the optics of the electron gun

has no aberrations, the transverse electron temperature Te?
is

 kBTe? �
kBTcath



; (4)

where 
 is the magnetic expansion factor. For expansion
factor 3, the transverse electron temperature is 34 meV.
The transverse temperature of the proton beam is much
lower than that of the electrons. This is evidence that the
minimum temperature of the ion beam is determined only
by the longitudinal electron temperature, because the elec-
tron beam is magnetized by a strong solenoid field (500 G)
in the cooler. This was pointed out by Derbenev and
Skrinsky [14], and experimentally observed in the cooling
of C6� at ESR [6]. This fact is the key for the transition of
the proton beam, which is discussed later.

As we described previously, the essential point of beam
ordering is reflection between the ions in the longitudinal
direction [4]. Therefore, the condition of ordering is de-
termined by the Coulomb interaction between the ions and
the kinetic energy of the relative ion motions. Some theo-
ries and simulations have been proposed to explain this
phenomenon quantitatively. Meshkov et al. proposed the
criteria �2 [15], which determines the condition where the
ions do not pass each other without an appropriate scatter-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schottky noise power as a function of
the particle numbers with an electron current of 25 mA. The
Schottky noise power is defined as the integrated area of the
spectrum. It drops at a similar transition point as the momentum
spread.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Momentum spread (1�) as a function of
the particle numbers with three different electron currents: 25,
50, and 100 mA. The transitions were observed with all electron
currents.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Horizontal beam radius (1�) as a func-
tion of the particle numbers with an electron current of 25 mA.
They were measured by the scraper (�) and the ionization
residual gas monitor (�).

TABLE II. Longitudinal and transverse transition tempera-
tures and the �2 parameters for protons at S-LSR and the other
three kinds of ions at ESR, which were extracted from Table 1 in
Ref. [6]. It is assumed that the transverse temperature is twice the
horizontal one.

Tk T? �2

p� 0.17 meV 1 meV 0.5
12C6� 4.0 meV 11 meV 1.8
70Zn30� 78 meV 0.64 eV 0.70
238U92� 470 meV 3.4 eV 0.88
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ing angle,

 �2 

Z2e2

4	�0�?kBTk
� C; (5)

where Ze is the ion charge and �? is the transverse beam
radius. C is the threshold constant and C ’ 1 [16]. Table II
gives the longitudinal and transverse transition tempera-
tures and the calculated �2 parameters for the experimen-
tal data. The temperature of the protons was obtained at
S-LSR, and the other three kinds of ions at ESR [6]. The �2

parameters at the transitions are close to the threshold
constant, and the variation is within 4 times from 238U92�

to p�.
Hasse and Okamoto et al. calculated the reflection

probability of ions by simulations [4,17]. Figure 5 shows
the calculated reflection probability from 100% to 60%
[17]. The normalized temperatures, T̂k and T̂?, in the fig-
ure are dimensionless parameters introduced in Ref. [17],

 

T̂k
T̂?

 !
�

2

mic
2

�
2ri��

�
R

�
�2=3 kBTk

kBT?

� �
; (6)

where mi is the ion mass, ri is the classical ion radius, and
� is the betatron tune. Figure 5 also shows the normalized
transition temperature of protons at S-LSR and those of
other ions at ESR [6,18]. It shows a tendency that the light
ions undergo transitions at a lower reflection probability
than heavy ions, except for C6�. Compared with other ions,
the reflection probability of protons is reasonable at the
transition. If the minimum transverse temperature of pro-
tons was limited by the transverse electron temperature of
34 meV (corresponding to T̂? � 230), the reflection
probability would be close to zero. The low transverse
temperature of 1 meV (corresponding to T̂? � 7) plays
an essential role for the ordering of protons.

In summary, we succeeded in realizing the ordering of
protons at S-LSR with a particle number of 2000, while the
ordering of highly charged ions had been achieved at ESR
and CRYRING. The longitudinal and transverse transition
temperatures were 0.17 and 1 meV, respectively. The �2

parameter and the normalized temperature of protons at the
transition were comparable with those of other ions at ESR.
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